
Compact Form Factor: With dimensions 
half that of traditional AV receivers
Concealed Design: Easily disappears 
from sight, either behind your flat-panel 
TV or in a discreet position, creating a 
seamless setup.
Streaming Versatility: Incorporates 
Apple AirPlay, Google Cast, Spotify 
Connect, and Bluetooth streaming 
capabilities.

Enhanced Connectivity: Comes  
with HDMI 2.0b eARC and HDCP 2.3, 
enabling seamless 4K/60Hz compatibility.
Precision Audio Calibration: Employs 
ARC (Anthem Room Correction) 
technology for fine-tuned sound.
Effortless Setup: Utilizes the Anthem 
Web-UI for a simplified setup process. 

Immersive AV Support: Supports 
Dolby Atmos and DTS:X and is 
compatible with Dolby Vision to deliver 
captivating audio-visual experiences.
Streamlined Amplification: 
5-channel Slimline A/V receiver, 
delivering a consistent 50 watts  
per channel into 8 ohms.
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Demand Excellence,  
Demand Anthem.

MRX SLM Compact 
A/V Receiver



Where space-saving design meets 
powerful sonic performance.

Elevate your audio experience with the MRX SLM - a 
compact and powerful device that delivers Anthem’s 
signature sound in a sleek and discreet form factor. 
Measuring at half the size of traditional AV receivers, 
this thin line receiver is perfect for those seeking to 
maximize space without compromising on sound quality.

Out of Sight, But Not Out of Sound: 
MRX SLM’s Easy Hideaway Design

With its slim design, the MRX SLM can be easily hidden from 
sight, or even tucked away behind your flat-panel television 
for a seamless and streamlined setup. This premium device 
seamlessly integrates into your entertainment system, delivering 
the exceptional audio quality that Anthem is renowned for. The 
MRX SLM is the ultimate choice for audiophiles who demand the 
best in sound performance and aesthetics. Get ready to redefine 
your audio experience with the MRX SLM - the perfect addition to 
any modern-day entertainment setup.



Mount it
Whether you want to mount it on 
a wall, a shelf, or even on the back 
of your cabinet, the MRX SLM can 
be easily installed with its included 
mounting bracket. This allows you to 
enjoy exceptional audio performance 
while keeping your entertainment 
setup organized and clutter-free. 

Stack it

Hide it

Rack itMRX SLM & In-Wall Media Box

You can stack multiple MRX SLMs together 
to create powerful and compact audio 
setups for multiple home theater systems 
or multi-channel systems throughout your 
home. And with Anthem’s renowned audio 
quality, you can be sure that each MRX SLM 
will deliver an immersive audio experience.

With its slim design, this premium device 
can be tucked away behind your flat-panel 
television, inside a cabinet or even in the 
wall. Say goodbye to bulky and unsightly 
audio equipment and enjoy a sleek 
and seamless entertainment setup with 
Anthem’s MRX SLM.

With its compact size, the MRX SLM can easily fit into 
any standard AV rack, making it the perfect choice for 
professional installers and enthusiasts who want a clean 
and organized setup. With the MRX SLM, you can have 
the best of both worlds - audiophile-grade audio quality 
and a sleek, organized rack-mounted system. Upgrade 
your entertainment system with the MRX SLM and take 
your audio experience to the next level.

With the MRX SLM and  an In-Wall Media Box, you can create 
a clean, hidden installation that keeps your entertainment 
space looking sleek and organized. No more messy cables, 
devices, or unsightly installations. Enjoy high-quality sound and 
a clean, sophisticated entertainment space with the MRX SLM.

Customize Your 
Audio Setup with 

Anthem’s MRX SLM
Hide it, Mount it, Stack it,  

or Rack it! The Possibilities  
Are Endless!



Stream Your Music with Exceptional Sound Quality: 
MRX SLM’s Robust Streaming Capabilities

Apple AirPlay

Google Chromecast Bluetooth

Spotify Connect
Apple AirPlay streams your favorite audio 
content, as well as locally stored music, to 
any AirPlay-enabled device. What’s more, 
with AirPlay multi-device playback support, 
you can enjoy your music throughout your 
entire home. Experience the convenience 
and versatility of the MRX SLM’s AirPlay 
capabilities for a seamless streaming 
experience.

With Google Chromecast, you can easily 
stream audio content from your favorite 
Chromecast compatible device - whether 
it’s a phone, tablet, or laptop. You can 
easily Cast it to your MRX SLM without  
any hassle.

Take your music experience to the next level 
with the MRX SLM’s support for Spotify 
Connect. With this feature, you can use 
your smartphone as a remote to control 
playback, pause, and stream content directly 
from Spotify. Experience the convenience 
and control of having your favorite music at 
your fingertips with the MRX SLM’s Spotify 
Connect integration.

With Bluetooth support, users can stream 
music stored on their phones, tablets, or 
laptops without having to worry about cables 
or compatibility issues. This feature makes 
it perfect for on-the-go listening or for those 
who prefer a wireless setup at home.

HDMI eARC allows a single HDMI cable to transmit high-quality 
audio signals from a TV to an audio device, such as an AV receiver 
or soundbar. This technology supports higher bandwidth and Dolby 
Atmos and DTS:X, which offer immersive sound quality. 

Say Goodbye to Cable Clutter & Hello  
to Superior Audio with HDMI eARC



Every Home Deserves an ANTHEM!

MRX SLM 
Compact AVR designed 

for secondary multi-
channel zones.

MDX 
Audio distribution solutions 

for sound delivery 
throughout the entirety 

of your home.

MRX 1140 
High-performance 

audio/video receivers 
designed for critical 

listening environments 
and demanding 

applications.

AVM/MCA 
Tailored audio/video processors and amplifiers 
designed for dedicated media rooms provide 

the most exhilarating experiences.

The MRX SLM’s small form-factor and exceptional audio 
performance make it the perfect device for every room of the 
house. You can stack multiple MRX SLMs together to create 
powerful and compact audio setups for multiple home theater 
systems or multi-channel systems throughout your home. And 

with Anthem’s renowned audio quality, you can be sure that each 
MRX SLM will deliver an immersive audio experience. Upgrade your 
home audio system with the MRX SLM and enjoy audio that is both 
powerful and compact.



Anthem Room Correction (ARC): The Power to Engineer Your Room

Experience Sound Quality Like You’ve  
Never Heard Before with ARC Genesis

Sound in Disorder Sound in Order
Surfaces such as windows, furnishings, and the geometry of 
the walls, floor, and ceiling add unwanted resonance and col-
oration, making the bass either boomy or less punchy, voices 
less natural, and the dialogue less intelligible.

Anthem Room Correction measures each speaker’s output 
relative to the listening area, then through a series of calculations, 
adjusts its output. Not only does ARC correct peaks and dips in a 
speaker’s frequency response, but it also preserves the beneficial 
acoustic attributes of a room.

At Anthem, we like to take things one step further. Rather 
than just designing a receiver, we want to engineer your 
room. With the most advanced implementation of our 
award-winning ARC Genesis room correction, professional 
calibration of your system can be achieved with the click of 
a button while still offering advanced functionality to refine 
the sound to your personal taste.

MRX SLM’s Robust Integration
Integration is crucial when it comes to getting the most out 
of your entertainment setup, and the Anthem MRX SLM is 
designed with robust integration capabilities to make it easier 
than ever to customize and control your system. With IP 
control capabilities, the MRX SLM is compatible with a range 
of third-party integration solutions, including popular devices 
like Savant, Crestron, Control4, URC, RTI, and ELAN. This 
means you can easily manage your entire entertainment 
setup through a single interface, making it simpler and 
more convenient to enjoy all your favourite movies, shows, 
and music. With the MRX SLM, you’ll experience seamless 
integration, giving you the freedom and flexibility to create your 
ideal home entertainment experience.
Don’t miss out on the full potential of your home entertainment 
system. Discuss your integration needs with an authorized Anthem 
dealer today to unlock the true potential of your setup with the 
MRX SLM. Experience the ease and convenience of seamless 
integration and take your entertainment to the next level.



MRX SLM & In-Wall Media Box 
Are you fed up with the mess of tangled cables and scattered 
devices in your entertainment area? The Anthem MRX SLM, 
combined with an In-Wall Media Box, offers a solution for a neat, 
streamlined setup that conceals all your AV gear.

Anthem Web User Interface
The Anthem Web User Interface was thoughtfully crafted for 
effortless setup. There’s nothing simpler than configuring and 
calibrating on-site through our user-friendly web controls. Our 
adaptive web interface, specially designed, functions seamlessly 
on all devices. Tailor your settings to make the most of the  
MRX SLM features.
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Anthem, AnthemLogic, ARC, Sonic Frontiers, and Paradigm are trademarks or registered trademarks of Paradigm Electronics 
Inc. © Paradigm Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. We reserve the right to change specifications or features without notice as 
design improvements are incorporated.

Apple, AirPlay and Mac are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries and regions.

Use of the Works with Apple AirPlay badge means that an accessory has been designed to work specifically with the technology 
identified in the badge and has been certified by the developer to meet Apple performance standards.

To use AirPlay with Anthem MRX SLM, the latest version of iOS, iPadOS, or macOS is recommended.

Google, Google Play and Chromecast built-in are trademarks of Google LLC.

Dolby, Dolby Atmos, Dolby Vision and the double-D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corpo-
ration. Manufactured under license from Dolby Laboratories. Confidential unpublished works. Copyright © 2012-2021 Dolby 
Laboratories. All rights reserved.

For DTS patents, see http://patents.dts.com. Manufactured under license from DTS, Inc. or DTS Licensing Limited. DTS, DTS:X, 
and the DTS and DTS:X logos are registered trademarks or trademarks of DTS, Inc. in the United States and other countries.  
© 2021 DTS, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

The terms HDMI, HDMI High-Definition Multimedia Interface, HDMI trade dress and the HDMI Logos are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of HDMI Licensing Administrator, Inc.

Wi-Fi® is a registered trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by 
Anthem is under license.

The Spotify software is subject to third-party licenses found here: www.spotify.com/connect/third-party-licenses

All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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S MRX SLM Compact A/V Receiver

SPEAKER OUTPUT (0 DBFS DIGITAL INPUT, 1 W OUTPUT INTO 8 OHMS) 

Frequency Response 20 Hz - 20 kHz +/-0.5dB

S/N Ratio (IEC-A filter) > 92 dB

THD+N ratio (1 kHz, 20-22 kHz filter) < -87 dB

SPEAKER OUTPUT (1 VRMS ANALOG INPUT, 1 W OUTPUT INTO 8 OHMS)

Frequency Response 20 Hz - 20 kHz +/-0.5dB

S/N Ratio (IEC-A filter) > 88 dB 

THD+N ratio (1 kHz, 20-22 kHz filter) < -85 dB

SPEAKER IMPEDANCE

Compatible with 4 Ohms or 
higher impedance.

MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS OUTPUT (0.1% THD)

Channels 1-5, Two Driven into 8 Ohms 50 W

Channels 1-5, Two Driven into 4 Ohms 92 W 

POWER CONSUMPTION

Typical Load (1/8th power, all  
channels driven into 8 ohms)

< 50 W

Standby (IP Control Enabled) < 2 W 

Standby (IP Control + HDMI Bypass 
Enabled)

< 5 W

DIMENSIONS 

Height (without feet) 1.5” / 3.8 cm

Height (with feet) 1.7” / 3.8 cm 

Height (with rackmount kit) 1U / 1.75” / 4.4 cm

Width 11” / 27.9 cm

Width (with rackmount Kit) 19” / 43.2 cm

Depth 11” / 27.9 cm 

Depth (including power cord) 13” / 33.0 cm

WEIGHT 

6.6 lb / 3.0 kg

VOLTAGE

120 V version In countries where the line voltage 
is 120 V, this product operates from 
a single phase AC power source 
that supplies between 108 V and 
132 V at a frequency of 60 Hz.

220-240 V version In countries where the line voltage is 
220, 230, or 240 V, this product op-
erates from a single phase AC power 
source that supplies between 198 V 
and 264 V at a frequency of 50 Hz.


